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Jj| What’s Wrong? jg
We hope that none of you will ever receive one, but after two notices that 
their subscription to AMERICAN SQUARES is expiring, we send a third com­
munication' asking the reason why the past subscriber did not renew. We hope 
this way to make AMERICAN SQUARES better.
We received an answer the other day to such a card:
“There is nothing— absolutely nothing, wrong with American Squares but I, 
Mary, am ill cf an incurable illness and can no longer dance.
“It hurts my feelings to get dance magazines with all the cute new squares 
and rounds, that’s all—Mary Gayle Eyraud, Bakersfield, Calif.”
Square dancers are notoriously soft-hearted. What can we do for Mary 
Eyraud?
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What dances do you dancers like to do best? Perhaps they’d like to try your 
favorites in other states.
Guy Merrill writes that the Standardization Committee of the Folk Dance 
Federation of California, Southern Section, has worked up a table showing 
the relative popularity of folk dances done at festivals held between January, 
1950, and July, 1951.
1 Hambo
2-3 At the Inn, Sicilian Tarantella 
4-5 Corrido, Korobushka
6-8 La Mesticita, Polka Mazurka, Schuhplattler 
9-10 Hopak, Italian Quadrille 
11-12 Caballito Blanco, Sher
13-18 Cumberland Square, Meitschi Putz Di, Mexican 
Mixer, Ranchera, Spinning Waltz, free Waltz 
19-22 Alexandrovska, Broiges Tanz, Hora, Scandina­
vian Polka,to Tur 
23-26 Marklander, Misirlou, Polyanka, Susan’s Gavotte 
27*32 Bruder Lustig, La Cucuracha, Espan, Gostav’s 
Skoal, Triple Schottische, Wolgaster 
The Marklander, Dreystreyer, Besdea, In My Garden and Shuddlebux are very 
popular and appearing oftener and oftener on the programs.
From a different section and in a different line, Harriet Kline lists the 
Arizona square dances in the following order: Sutter’s Mill has a slight edge. 
(Will some one tell us how it goes?) Wagon-Wheel, with or without the tag 
feature, ties with Split Your Corners. Double the Dose and Double Star are 
doubled up in the next spot. The list follows with Alabama Jubilee, Birdie in 
a Cage, Arkansas Traveler, Catch All Eight, Cowboy Loop, and Arizona Star. 
The present trend is toward newer and more singing calls.
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“The Cowboys’ Christmas Ball”
By R IC K E Y  H O LD E N  
(65 years a fte r Larry  Chittenden)
The flavor of the old West is vanishing, and any 
relationship between modern square dancing and the 
pastime of the early ranchers and settlers is almost lost. 
In one place each year, however, it can still be found 
— at the Cowboys’ Christmas Ball in Anson, Jones 
County, Texas. For a long time we have wanted to 
attend this “sworray” , immortalized by Larry Chittenden 
in his well-known poem, and this past December we 
finally did.
The crowd at the 1950 Ball was much larger than at the first one 
in 1885, but the dance programs were almost identical: a schottische, 
Put Your Little Foot, Virginia Reel, polka, waltz, and a square set 
— then start all over again with a schottische etc. Modern square 
dancers will be interested to know that the squares were “called from 
the set”— that is, one dancer in each set called the figures for that 
particular set, with no regard for the rest of the floor. This presented 
no great problem in 1885, when the floor had room for just two sets. 
In 1950, with anywhere from 10 to 20 sets on the floor, plus a large 
and noisy crowd of spectators and a strongly amplified band, it took 
an athlete’s lungs to keep the set caller going. I know— I tried!
The square figures danced this year by the old-timers were very 
simple, with little variation from the standard patterns. The great 
favorites were COWBOY LOOP, FIGURE EIGHT, and just plain 
(Texas) DO SI DO; also an occasional visiting couple figure. When 
the music played time, the folks just waltzed, and I was fascinated 
to see that the oldest couples all did a fine true waltz, whereas the 
sad Southwestern tendency to two-step in %  time was demonstrated 
by the younger couples.
The first Ball, held in 1885 in honor of a newly-married cowboy, 
took place on the Saturday night before Christmas in the dining room 
on the first floor of the old Morning Star Hotel. It was repeated in 
1886, ’87, ’88 and ’89; then the Morning Star burned down. After 
having been abandoned for many years the Ball was revived in 1934 
by “The Texas Cowboys’ Christmas Ball Association, Inc.” , and held 
for the next five years in the Anson High School gymnasium. By 1940 
the Association had financed a special rock “Pioneer Hall,” and the 
Ball has been held there ever since. It is still always held on the 
Saturday night before Christmas, and nowadays it is also held the 
three preceding nights.
Part of the decor of this hall is a scale replica of the old Morning 
Star, and also one of the Chittenden ranch house where Larry wrote 
the poem. Chief item of the B-all decoration is tumbleweeds suspended 
from the ceiling just as they were in 1885, with a modern touch added 
in the silver icicles streaming from them.
Only one person attended this year who had been a guest at the 
Ball in 85— Uncle Bob Weatherby, still spry and dancing and able 
to call a set or two. All ages and all kinds of costumes were in evidence, 
from youngsters in plaid shirts and fuzzy sweaters to the old folk 
in magnificent gowns of shot silk with bustle bows and paniers. In 
In 1951, however, no one will be admitted to the dance floor unless 
dressed in “proper” costume.
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Larry Chittenden, “a travelling salesman with poetry as a hobby,’ 
was visiting that year at his uncle s ranch in Jones County, and the 
Ball impressed him so that he wrote the poem which has been included 
in so many collections of cowboy folklore. According to Chittenden, 
“The music was a fiddle and a lively tambourine,
And a ‘viol came imported’ by stage from Abilene.’ ’
Although we spotted one couple doing a fast jitter-bug to the 
“Spanish Two-Step,’ ’ most of the dancers followed faithfully the old 
time steps. I think the Ball suffered somewhat from the presence of 
a dinner-jacketed member of the Chamber of Commerce as Master 
of Ceremonies, but the crowd which packed the hall found no fault 
with any portion. Although we were able to stay only for the first 
night, we found it well worth the trip. And so, along with Chittenden, 
“ . . . .I’ ll oftentimes recall, that lively-gaited sworray— ‘The Cowboys 
Christmas Ball.’
ffc &  &
Howard Hardaway is making a study of Kentucky dances. He would appre­
ciate answers to the following questions from people who have also had exper­
ience in the big circle dances.
1. What does running set mean to you?
2. Generally in Kentucky do the dancers arrange themselves into a definite 
number of couples in each set?
3. If they do not use a definite number, do they prefer approximately a cer­
tain size of set?
4. What couples do you have visit first? How do you pick the lead couples? 
When the lead couples finish, who leads next?
5. What kind of individual step do the Kentucky dancers of your acquaintance 
use: walk, glide, run, lope, two-step, shuffle, jig or other?
In answering please give Howard the story of your experience with Kentucky 
dances so he can evaluate your report. 4625 Southern Parkway, Louisville, Ky.
t *  *  4
Piute Pete sent us a leaf from a magazine with the story of Square Dancing 
in Siam by Harrison Forman. It seems that Floyd Wilson of Indianapolis, 
cajoled some couples into learning the dance at the Y social parlor. This is 
surprising in that the Siamese are traditionally shy, particularly in the matter 
of mixing sexes in their entertainments.
“Why, until we started this thing,” says Wilson, “we had difficulty persuading 
the boys and girls to touch fingertips, much less put their arms around each 
other in a conventional dance. And now look at them!”
Unfortunately the clipping didn’t include the name of the magazine so we 
could give credit. From the other part of the world The Courier-Journal Maga­
zine (Louisville, Ky.) brags that Elizabeth Wilson has been using their square 
dance instructions, written by Howard Hardaway, at the Schwalbach House Com­
munity Education Center in Hesse, Germany.
£ >  #
Results of the 6th Annual National Square Dance Contest held at Amarillo, 
Texas, Nov. 1, 2, 3.
Adult Amateur 
1st. Columbine Set from Fort Collins, Colo.
2nd. Sol’s Country Cousins, Borger, Texas 
3rd. T & T Twirlers, Clovis, New Mexico.
Young Peoples 
1st. Central High School, Fort Madison, Iowa.
2nd. Pampa Harvesters, Pampa, Texas 
3rd. Dudes and Frills, Lubbock, Texas
Gents Patter Calling. Marvin Schilling, Raton, New Mexico 
Gents Singing: Jimmy Enloe, Pampa, Texas 
Ladys Patter: Rabon Balch, Waco, Texas 
Ladys Singing: Velma Basden, Amarillo, Texas
Judges: Homer Howell, Oklahoma City, Pat Pattison, Sante Fe, New Mexico,
Lloyd Collier, Dallas, Texas.
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The Philadelphia Assemblies
By Elizabeth Thomas, John Zagorieko and Charley Thomas
Philadelphia was settled by Quakers, a sect not noted for their 
dancing. However, the Friends were broadminded and many other 
denominations and nationalities settled in the Quaker City. By 1 748 
enough of these had arrived to crystalize the desire to dance. They 
did as you and I, and millions of others have done under the same 
circumstances and organized a club. Their rules seem a bit strange to us.
R U LE S  TO BE O B SE R VE D  A T  T H E  P H IL A D E L P H IA  A S S E M B LY
1. The assembly to be held every Thursday Night from the first Jan’y, 1748-9 
to the first day of May of every year, and begin precisely at six in the evening 
and not by any means to exceed twelve, the same night.
2. The subscribers, consisting of gentlemen to chuse by a majority four of their 
number to act as directors under whose management the whole assembly is to 
be during the season.
3. The directors are to furnish the ladies with tickets for the season, which 
must admit only the lady whose name is first wrote on the ticket by one of the 
directors.
4. On application made to one of the directors by any subscriber, for the ad­
mission of any stranger, a ticket is to be given out for every such stranger, par- 
ticulary the subscriber who shall apply for such ticket paying immediately on 
the Delivery of it for a strange gentleman, seven shilling and six pence, for a 
lady nothing.
5. None are to be admitted without tickets which are to be received at the 
door, by one of the directors every assembly night, and returned again, except 
strangers tickets, before the company are dismissed.
6. The directors are to order everything necessary for the entertainment of 
the company as well as those who incline to dance as those who are disposed to 
play cards, for the accommodation of the latter ( .......... ) rooms are to be pro­
vided and furnished with fire, candles, tables, chairs, cards etc.
TO R E G U L A T E  T H E  DANCES
1. Each set to consist of ten couples. Such ladies as come first to form the 
first set, after which other sets are to be composed, that is in the order wherein 
they come to the assembly.
2. Every set of ladies to draw their places only the first ticket of each set is to 
be reserved by the directors to present to a stranger, if any, or any other lady 
who is thereby entitled to lead up that set for the night.
3. The director who has the composing of the sets is, whilst the minuets are 
dancing, to couple those disposed for country dances and provide partners for such 
gentleman strangers who come in unprovided.
4. If there should be any odd couples above a set but not exceeding four couples, 
they are to be distributed by the directors among the compleat sets. If above four 
couples they are to be composed into a set by taking some out of the other sets.
Accordingly the invitations, on the backs of playing cards, were 
issued to the ladies for the first Assembly on 1 January, 1 749 to be 
held in the set of large rooms over Andrew Hamilton’s warehouse on 
Water Street. The backs of playing cards were used for invitations in the 
colonies for while there were printers, there were no paper mills and 
nobody bothered to import blank cards. Backs of playing cards were 
the only blank card space available.
Some of the eighty ladies who attended that first Assembly, came 
thru the rutty streets of icy Philadelphia in full dress on horseback. 
In 1882 this brought comparison with the bells of the later day who 
always rode over cobblestones in “hermatically sealed” carriages behind 
teams of horses.
The governor* would have opened that first assembly with Mrs.
..................but she was piqued by his failure to visit her and refused.
After she turned him down he tried two or three other ladies who 
from modesty or lack of desire to play second fiddle also excused 
themselves. It began to look as tho the Assemblies would never get 
started when Mrs. Willing, wife of the Mayor, “in a most o-enteel
* Of the assembly, or of the province. Doesn’t say.
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manner put herself in his way and the Governor seeing this instance 
of her good nature he jumped at the occasion and they danced the 
first Minuet.”
According to a letter from “Trent Town ” New Jersey during the 
year of 1 755, the ancient King of the Mohawks visited Philadelphia 
to assure the authorities of this friendship during the French and Indian 
War As part of the entertainment offered the visiting monarch he 
was invited with his braves to attend one of the Assemblies Much ot 
the distress of the management, and the fright of the ladies the Indians 
did not confine themselves to the minuet but did their own scalp 
dance. A  little later in the evening a beautiful Indian maiden, admiring 
the governor, offered her person to him in the  ̂Indian manner. The 
letter continues, “ I know not if he accepted her.
The Assemblies continued to the Revolutionary War and upon its 
completion were resumed in 1 786. Rules for the Assemblies of 1 792, 
held in Oeller’s Hotel do not differ too much from those of 35 years 
previous.
1. The Managers have the entire direction.
2. The Ladies rank in sets and draw places as they enter the room. The Man­
agers have power to place strangers and brides at the head of the Dances.
3. The Ladies who lead call the Dances alternately.
4. No Lady to dance out of her set without leave of a Manager.
5. No Lady to quit her place in the Dance, or alter the figure.
6. No person to interrupt the view of the Dancers.
7. The rooms to be opened at six o’clock every Thursday evening during the 
season; the Dances to commence at seven and end at twelve precisely.
8. Each set having dances a country dance, a cotillion may be called, if at the
desire of eight ladies.
9. No stranger admitted without a ticket signed by one of the Managers,
previously obtained.
10. No Gentleman admissible in boots, colored stockings or undress.
11. No Citizen admissible unless he is a subscriber.
12 The Managers only to give orders to the music.
13 If any dispute should unfortunately arise, the Managers are to adjust and 
finally settle the same; and any Gentleman refusing to comply becomes in­
admissible to the future assemblies of that season.
By this time the Assemblies had become exclusive if not snobbish. 
Accordingly a competing Assembly was organized for those excluded 
and snubbed and during Washington’s presidential terms both organized 
a Washington’s Birthday Ball. The original Assembly was much put 
out when the president spent precisely the same amount of time at 
each dance.
In 1803 the Assemblies were held at the new Shakespeare Building. 
In 1807 they were held at the Exchange Coffee House. In 1810 
they were held at the City Hotel. In 1816 they weren’t held at all.
An attempt to revive them was made in 1817 when some energetic 
young men announced the opening of books with a subscription price 
of $20. However they found that a similar group of young men had 
organized a Cotillion Party so they joined forces under the latter 
name. Two years later the name of the Cotillion Party was changed 
to the older one of City Dancing Assembly and dances were held regu­
larly until 1825. They were occasionaly held until 1840 when they 
were resumed on a yearly basis but after 185 7 there is no record of 
them until after the Civil War. In 1865-66 they were revived in earnest 
and continued until the World War suspended them for two years.
The Encyclopedia of Philadelphia reports that in 1931 they were held 
twice a year, but a phone call by your editor to the Society Editor 
of the Philadelphia Inquirer reveals that they are now held but once
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a year on no particular date. In recent years they have always been 
held at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel. They do not dance minuets, 
country dances, quadrilles or squares.
L e t t e r s
Dear Sir:
Being very interested in figure calling, I have been wanting to write this letter 
for quite some time to let you know I have enjoyed receiving the “American 
Squares” Magazine each month for the past three years. Probably with my afflict­
ion of blindness for the last 13 years, the magazine has helped me more than the 
average person calling for square dances.
Square Dance calling has been my way not to be a complete burden and the one 
big enjoyment in my life as it enables me to be among people. I have been a figure 
caller for 25 years of which the past 13 years I have been blind, but during that 
time, I have taken time and effort to improve calling and dancing in this section 
of Pennsylvania. To my knowledge, I am the only blind figure caller in Pennsyl­
vania and have not heard of another anywhere else.
I enjoy the singing calls in your magazine very much since this is my style of 
calling and certainly hope you will have more in the future issues. It is my belief 
that even in square dancing, it is fun for the people and myself to do a new call.
Very truly yours,
B. M. Ward, Brackenridge, Pa.
f t  *
Hi Charley:
I love reading the letters to see what other clubs are doing, but I’ve never seen 
anything in the magazine about any Michigan clubs.
We belong to a club sponsored by the Thethford Grange.
We call ourselves the Jolly Grangers. Our instructor and caller is Mrs. Kenneth 
Ahsmuhs from Oklahoma. We meet every two weeks and we dance the year around. 
During the summer months we dance on the members’ lawns and have weinnie 
roasts and coffee afterwards.
In the winter, or when we have our meetings inside, we all bring our own donuts 
and draw names for someone to make coffee which we pay for from our club dues.
Mrs. Ahsmuhs puts on what she calls a Once-a-Month Club in the Haskal Com­
munity Center in Flint. For this she has all the members from all the clubs she 
calls for meet together. There are always 75 or more couples attending. Our club 
has 30 couples.
Yours,
Mrs. DeLee Husted, Mt. Morris, Mich. 
(Continued on Page 15)
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LAST CHANCE to buy those Canadian V ictor records at 50c each!
216569 Darling- Nellie Gray (ca lls), R ock Valley (calls)
216570 The Mason’s Apron (ca lls), Firemen’s Reel (no calls)
216576 Five Mile Chase (calls) Medley of Reels (no calls)
216583 Lrittle Brown Jug (calls) Father O’Flynn (calls)
216579 Lord. Saltouns Reel (ca lls), Haste to the W edding (calls)
216580 Cullen House (ca lls), Old Time Reel Medley (no calls)
216578 Acrobat Reel (no calls), W altz Quadrille (calls)
STOP FORGETTING FOLK DANCES!!! 
STOP SCRAWLING NOTES!!!
Remember sequences accurately by using “THE FOLK DANCE 
MEMORIZER”— 75 DANCES AT A GLANCE— BY FRED LEIFER, 
CONSULTANT, KISMET RECORD CO.
Students learn three times as rapidly with this handy pocket guide 
Carry it with you at all times for on-the-spot reference 
Lists outlines and short descriptions of 75 popular dances, with record 
numbers for each. Simple, Intermediate, Advanced— includes
HOPAK, KRAKOW IAK, KOHANUSHKA, HAMBO, BESEDA, CORRIDO, 
KOLOMEYKA, BARURAY, KREUZ KOENIG MEXICAN HAT DANCE, 
TARANTELLAS, BAROIGES TANZ, etc.
Serves as your secretary, preserving notes for you 
Thousands now in use. Recommended by leading teachers. $1.10 postpaid
FRED LEIFER, 1583 E. 98th St., Brooklyn 36, New York
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Sj#1 "D O W N  YO NDER" w i t  
^ " C A L I F O R N I A ,  HER E I 
C O M E "  O r ig in a l dances 
w r it te n  by Bob H a ll and  
ca lled  by the r is ing  young  
c a llin g  star, Bruce Johnson. 
# 7414 G o ld  Label, v in y lite , 
78 r.p .m . Dance ins truc tions
inc luded  ....................... $1 .45
#4414  A t 45 r .p .m .. .$1 .25
Something you're been
Here is a special events record w ith  one chorus 
each o f "H APPY BIRTHDAY," "AU LD  LANG  
SYNE," tw ice  th ro u g h  the "AN N IVER SAR Y 
W A LTZ" and  p a rt o f the  chorus o f "M A Y  THE 
G O O D  LORD BLESS A N D  KEEP Y O U " fo r  use in 
end ing  a dance on a sen tim en ta l note. Reverse 
side has a m ed ley  o f g o o d n ig h t w a ltzes . A ll 
tunes are keyed fo r  s ing ing  by m ixed  groups. 
Perfect fo r  recogn iz ing  b ir th d a ys , a n n ive rsa ­
ries, N e w  Years etc. Sheet o f suggested uses 
inc luded . #72001 10" Flex record a t 78 r.p .m .
$.90
If not stocked by yo u r record de a le r w e 
ship to  you d irect. A d d  h a n d lin g  charge 
o f 35c fo r  a ll orders und er fo u r records. 
W rite  fo r  com ple te ca ta log .
5528 N. Rosemead B lvd., 
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RECORDS
by CHARLEY THOMAS 
Key
TR 80 Recommended 
TR  100 Perfect
A P E X  Don Messner and his Islanders. The same excellent performance 
that these Canadians always give. Playing excellent, recording good, balance 
fine. 26314 W halen ’s Breakdown Metronome 133 TR 93. Loggers Breakdown  
Metronome 138. TR 92. 26315 W ay Down Yonder Metronome 140 TR 91. New- 
leywed’s Reel. Metronome 132 TR 92. 26317 Cotton Eye’d Joe. Rather thin. 
Not the familiar tune. Metronome 133. TR 79. Balken H ills. Sounds like a 
couple dance. Metronome 140. TR 84. 26318 Silvery Bell. Some people have 
complained that the Imperial recording is not square dance tempo— this is. 
Metronome 132 TR 93. Cec M cEachern’s Breakdown. Metronome 134. TR 92. 
26321 The Ladies S lipper Reel. Metronome 130. TR 91. Goose Feathers. Met­
ronome 132. TR 91. 26322. The Woodchoppers Breakdown. Metronome 132 
TR 93. The Growling Old Man and Old W oman Metronome 134 TR 93. 26328 
Bride of the W ind Metronome 138 TR 92. Vails Breakdown Metronome 130 
TR 93. 26326 Dill Pickles Interesting use of a flute to carry a counterpoint 
at spots. Metronome 130. TR 92. Jim m y’s Favorite Jig. After one hearing 
this became mine too. Metronome 134 TR 95. We shall stock this record at 
89c.
C A P IT O L  79-40268 12" John Dolce with Sid Sherman’s Square Dance Band. 
Calling excellent, playing excellent, balance fine, recording good. I only wish 
this had been available when I needed these dances. Red R iver V alley Met­
ronome 138 TR 95. Darling Nellie Gray Metronome 138. TR 94. We stock 
this record at $1.05.
Another accompanying book and record set. The book is available in both 
French and English. If I had reviewed this under books rather than records, 
the set might come out with a higher rating. R H Y T H M S  A N D  DANCES, A 
CO URSE IN P H Y S IC A L  E D U C A T IO N ; Fred Bartlett, Dorothy Ackerman 
and Marjorie Moore. Toronto, Clarke Irwin & Company, Limited.
This series is from Grade 1 to Grade 12. There are excellent suggestions 
for teaching, both for teaching children or general instruction:
“While detailed teaching instructions are included for each dance, certain 
general rules dealing with the use of the phonograph should be understood 
by all:
“1. The teacher must be familiar with the music, the basic step or steps 
and the pattern of the dance, and, above all, the tempo of the music on 
the record.
“2. The class should listen to the music, note the introductory chords, 
and clap the accented rhythm. While the class is clapping the teacher may 
demonstrate the basic step or steps. It is not necessary to play the entire 
music at this time, especially if there are any changes of tempo in the dance.
“3. The preliminary teaching of both the basic step, or steps and the pattern 
of the dance should utilize the teaching patter suggested for each dance. The tempo 
of this patter will be slow enough at first so that the class will be able to follow 
with ease and will be increased in speed gradually until it is the same tempo as 
the record. This can be done very quickly but it is of fundamental importance that 
pupils reach this stage before they dance to the music on the record.
“4. Don’t expect perfection in one dance before another is taught. Introduce 
suitable new dance and activities as often as you can and look for improvement 
in them all, over an extended period of time.
“5. In the first lesson each group should have the satisfaction of dancing to the 
music, at least a section of the dance that is being taught.
“6. Keep the spirit of the lesson gay and happy, and remember that pupils 
enjoy dancing known dances ‘just for fun.' ”
The layout of the book is excellent too with the left page of the spread giving 
the fundamental rhythm, formation, music and figure and the right page gives the 
teaching pattern.
R H Y T H M S  A N D  D A N C E S  played by Scott Malcolm and Reginald Godden. Two 
pianos make a very weak combination. The playing is no doubt excellent but to one 
who is accustomed to orchestration of at least three instruments, this falls short 
of adequacy. It is unfortunate too that it was necssary to put two dances to a side. 
Let me rate them playing good, instrumentation poor, recording good, TR 71. Let
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me list them: 1A Play Gymnastics, 1B Play Gymnastics, 2A Clap Dance, L ittle  Bo 
Peep, 2B Pop Goes the W easel, Chimes of Dunkirk, 3A Children's Jig, Dance Uni­
que, 3B Scottish Dance, Polly W olly  Doodle, 4A Interm ediate Gymnastic Exercis­
es, 4B Interm ediate Gymnastic Exercises, 5A Ace of Diamonds, Csebogar, 5B Irish  
L ilt, Napoleon, 6A Durham Reel, Danish Schottische, 6B Crested Hen, Thady, You 
Gander, 7A Senior Gymnastic Exercies, 7B Senior Gymnastic Exercies, 8A Kaca, 
Psenka, 8B Hendricksks, Acquaintance Polka, 9A L ittle  Man in a Fix, Paul and 
His Chickens, 9B Flem ish Dance, Swiss Polka, 10A Swedish Masquerade, Feder 
M ikkel, 10B Vienna W altz , Tanjuc.
The whole collection sells for $15.00 by Clark Irwin & Company.
D A N C E LA N D . More fine records from England, 10” unbreakable. Playing excel­
lent recording line, balance, generally speaking, good. 275 Filey Festival (March 
and two-step.) Needs a little more bass. Metronome 118 TR 90. Campers Capers 
(March and two-step.) Metronome 122. TR 92. We stock this record at $1.05. 276 
Tango M aria. Metronome 68. TR 90. Tango Enchanteur (Instructions included.) 
Metronome 64. TR 84. We stock this record at $1.05. 277 Roses from the South 
Viennese Waltz) Metronome 64. TR 92. Di Flederm aus W a ltz  (Viennese Waltz) 
Metronome 62. TR 92. We stock this record at $1.05.
FO LK  R A F T  1207 12” unbreakable. Grady Hester and his Texsons. Playing good, 
high pitched with a ring, recording fair. Sally Goodin Metronome 130. TR 65. Katy  
H ill. No ringing. Metronome 132. TR 73. We stock this record at $1.75.
*  4
October Best Sellers
1. Charley Thomas, Play as You Learn 10c
2. Frank Lyman: One Hundred and One Singing Calls $2.00
3. Dot Burgin: Am erica Square Dances $1.50
4. Virginia Anderson: Square and Circle $1.00
5. Jimmy Clossin: W est Texas Square Dances $1.50
We shall be glad to furnish you any of the above books.
"BABY FACE" 4:22
(Singing call)
Parody— By: George Karp, Backed w ith  A L A B A M A  J U B IL E E  4:24 (Singing  
ca ll). Both sides called’ by George Karp. Music by: Sheldon Gibbs & The  
Arizona Ranch Boys.
Write for complete Catalog
S M A R T  R E C O R D S
1213 E. Highland Ave., Phoenix, Arizona
FOLKRAFT RECORDS
HAS G RO W N —  W E  NO W  H A V E
O V E R  100 S Q U A R E-D A N C E RECORDS
some bad —  some fa ir  —  but mostly GOOD.
A V A R IE T Y  OF R E G IO N A L F A V O R IT E S
— Called and Uncalled—
•  As for R O U N D S !!! W e have A L L  T H E  GOOD O NES
A post card will bring you our new catalog!
• FOLKRAFT
1159 Broad St., N ew ark 5, New Jersey
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PROMENADE THE STAR
EIGHT YARDS OF CALICO:
Square Dance Fun for Everyone
by PAUL HUNT & CHARLOTTE UNDERWOOD
Th e  collaborative work o f a top-notch caller and a professional writer, this is a clearly detailed manual o f instruction de­
signed not only to introduce beginners to the figures o f the square 
dance but also to initiate new callers into the techniques o f call­
ing, teaching and timing. The book is designed to develop dancers 
and callers simultaneously. There is invaluable material here 
for novice and experienced caller, alike.
Each o f eight sections outlines an average session’s work for 
a group starting as novices and working up; with each dance is 
listed a suitable photograph record for the dancer’s and caller’s 
use. New figures are introduced gradually, and as far as possible, 
in the order o f difficulty. The caller and dancers are brought 
quickly to that point o f proficiency where they can enjoy dancing 
at any time, in any place, with any caller. The repertoire ranges 
from the simplest to the most complicated figures and both East­
ern and Western styles o f dancing and calling are stressed.
The section devoted primarily to the beginning dancer is illus­
trated with 16 pages of[ charming table-top photographs.
Published January 2nS Price $2.50
Copies may bjhad from your Bookseller, or upon 
order from the publishers’ office
Harper & Brothers 49 East 33rd Street New York 16, N. Y.
D e c k  
Reviews
We do not stock reviewed books unless 
specifically stated
THE SQUARE DANCE CALLER: Rickey Holden. San Antonio 2, Texas, 1951. 
Published by the author. $1.50.
For generations people have been calling square dances. The earliest writers 
of dance books in giving instructions to callers confined themselves to generali­
ties such as “Speak clearly. Know what you are going to call.” and similar 
axioms. Only recently have classes been set up to teach square dance callers 
and this is the first book devoted entirely to the subject. It is natural, there­
fore that each authority should give his own principles of calling. And this 
should be kept in mind in evaluating this reviewer’s evaluation of the Square 
Dance Calls.
Lloyd Shaw’s “Clarity, rhythm and command,” are well known. Most instruc­
tors enlarge on the number somewhat. Am erican Squares has printed Joe Boy­
kin’s Ten Axioms of Square Dance Calling and a number of other principles.
Your reviewer wrote The F irs t Commandment many issues ago which dealt 
with C larity . I  was surprised, in my own mind, to find the subject limited to a 
page entitled 3 Speech Habits. Under this heading are discussed and dismissed: 
voice quality, enunciation, pronunciation, breath control, volume and public 
address technique. “Breath control is important to the effective flow of the 
speech sounds. Common breath problems are wheezing the microphone, gasping 
at the end of each group of words, ‘set-calling’ (calling while dancing in the 
set) and altitude.”
We hope some day to publish an article or series of articles by Bill Picken, 
who is fortunate to be singing instructor as well a square dance caller telling 
how to handle this “important” problem. In the meantime, I had hoped for more 
from Rickey’s book.
On the other hand, Phrasing is exhaustively treated and the application of the 
words to the music, a problem of square dance calling in which Rickey is par­
ticularly expert, is well done.
The problem of putting figures together into a dance and dances into a pro­
gram is fully treated as is the problem of patter.
Part Two of the booklet deals with a code of ethics for square dance callers. 
This is the first presentation of such problem that your reviewer has seen. 
Again the material is handicapped by a brief treatment, but the idea itself is a 
step forward.
I am sure that this booklet does not contain all that Rickey Holden knows 
about square dance calling. However, it does contain more than most of us 
know which is the criteria if it is to be used for instruction. It was designed as 
a text for beginning callers and as such fills the bill.
Charley Thomas.
Newest in the Square Dance Field—  
Just Published!
The most complete and most convenient 
book of calls and instructions.
HANDBOOK OF SQUARE DANCES
by the nationally known authority . . . 
Ed Bossing
34 singing calls, 4 background dances, II fillers, 36 patter 
calls. Full details: clear drawings and diagrams of steps; 
glossary and index. Many of the dances are favorites; some 
are valuable additions to repertoire. All have variations 
and improvements from the author’s experience.
Sewed binding, heavy paper cover, 144 pp. $2.00
H. T. FitzSimmons Co., Inc.





H. T. FitzSimons Confant
Send for your 
copy today!
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Dec. 1. Camden. N. J., Visiting Caller Rod LaFarge at Camden Y.M.C.A.
Dec. 1. Fremont, Nebr., Callers’ Jamboree, City Auditorium.
Dec. 6. Burns Flat, Oklahoma, southwestern Oklahoma Square Dance Fest­
ival, Write Preston George, 1516 North Lee, Altus, Okla.
Dec. 8., Natchitoches, Louisiana, Square Dance Festival, phone Joe Jolley 
Jr. Rt. 2, Box 102, Natchitoches. Les Gotcher featured caller.
Dec. 8., Baytown, Texas, Baytown Area Square Dance Council Round-Up, 
American Legion Hall.
Dec. 9., Brooklyn, N. Y., Square & Folk Dance Festival, The Square Dance 
Callers Association of New York, 3 to 12 P. M., Manhattan Beach Com­
munity Center, 406 Horne Avenue.
Dec. 17, Denison, Texas American Legion Hall. The p r o c e e d s  of the 
dance will be devoted to giving needy families Christmas gifts. Last year 
the dance raised $275 which bought baskets for 29 families. The committee 
hopes to exceed that this year.
Dec. 29., Houston, Texas, Houston Square Dance Council Jamboree.
Jan. 5., Camden, N. J., Charlie Zintle, Bloomfield, N. J., Guest Caller at 
Camden Y.M.C.A.
Jan. 18-19., Tucson, Arizona, Fourth Annual Southern Arizona Square Dance 
Festival. Write Harry O. Trygg, 740 E. Blacklidge Drive, Tucson.
Jan. 26., St. Paul, Minn., Square Dance Jamboree, St. Paul Winter Carni­
val, St. Paul Auditorium.
Feb. 22., Tucson, Arizona, 2nd Annual Rodeo Square Dance, Fiesta de la 
Vaqueros.
t i  *
Roger Knapp’s October, 1951 supplement includes: The Doll Dance, California 
One-Step, The International Waltz, Me and My Shadow, Mocking Bird Waltz, 
A Rainy Day Refrain, Spanish Schottische, Dinky One Step, The Synchopated 
Clock, The Roberts and Gay Gordons. Write him at 621 Ohio Ave., Corpus 
Christi, Texas.
A  I
The Hub-O-Texas Square Dance Association has sent us a copy of their 
By-Laws. We note that they provide that there shall be no dues or assessments.
They neglected to send us a list of the clubs belonging to their association. 
We’d appreciate it if someone would repair the ommission. We’d also like the 
names of the clubs belonging to your association so we can send them details 
of our offer. Thanks.
f i  4
Associate Editor Gus Empie has moved to Ephrata, Washington, where his 
address* is 427 Sixth Street, S. W.
t i  j l  M
Harper’s has accepted Associate Editor Paul Hunt’s book Eight Yards of 
Calico, the eight yards being eight selections of progressively difficult dances 
with accompanying methods for instructors.
The illustrations are by pipe-cleaner figures. Paul says he has never had 
better models. They can be adjusted to the exact position wanted and will 
hold it until properly photographed. He did, however, have some trouble teach­
ing them the New England balance. See our January Cover.
Plans are going on now for the third Prairie Farmer-WLC and Chicago Park 
District International Square Dance Festival. The date will be 7 and 8 Novem­
ber, 1952. Plan now.
»  *  #
The Square Dance Association of Wisconsin officers for the coming year are: 
President, John Gardner, Green Bay; Vice President, George Ziemann, Mil­
waukee; Recording Secretary, Frances Rieder, Fond du Lac; Corresponding 
Secretary, Eleanor Gutoski, Oshkosh; Treasurer, Fred Clark, Wauwatosa; Direc­
tor of Publicity and Extension, Jim’ Cecil, Milwaukee; Historian, Lyle Scheiby, 
Elkhorn.
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The 1951 International 
Square Dance Festival
R A LPH  A. P IP E R  
U niversity of Minnesota
Congratulations to radio station W.L.S. and the Chicago Park District for pre­
senting a highly successful festival this year. Many improvements were made over 
the first one in 1950.
Dr. Lloyd “Pappy” Shaw opened the program at 1:15 p. m. Friday with a talk 
filled with his fine inspirational philosophy. From then on through Saturday night, 
there was a full program with rehearsals, demonstrations, discussions, instruction, 
and caller’s sessions in two or three of the halls simultaneously.
The demonstrations were more varied and interesting than those of last year. 
Among the highlights were:
The fancy Grand March by 160 Wisconsin dancers under Vic Graef done to 
the tune of “On Wisconsin.” They formed a letter “W ”, a criss cross, went into 
lines of 32 each, then a spiral, followed by a huge wheel, and an exit by couples 
waltzing off the floor.
The Kentucky Running Set by John Gettler’s group from Kentucky with Floyd 
Bohart calling.
The two Chicago teen-age groups, one of which just about filled the huge 
floor and danced beautifully to the calling of Mel Ackerman and Virginia 
Morrison (the only woman caller on the program). The other, an excellent 
group of John Dolce’s TV dancers that were so good they repeated their Fri­
day night performance on Saturday because of many requests.
The intricate squares precisely done by Dudley Ashton's Iowa group with 
Ted Cory calling and an equally fine performance by Burt Hall’s Michiganders.
The Minnesota delegation received much acclaim because of a combination 
of good calling as well as dancing and an interesting variety, which included 
schottische, varsouvienne, a patter call by Wayne Slocum, a singing call by 
“Luke” Lukaszewski, and a polka exit to the tune “Minnesota Polka.”
A black light specialty square dance by young people from the Marion 
County, Indiana Rural Youth group and Chicago’s Green Briar Park.
A beautifully effective spot-lighted exhibition of various waltz and var­
souvienne variations by Miss Jerry Joris and William Del Frank of Chicago 
^s narrated by Dr. Lloyd Shaw. Their varsouvienne was superbly done.
During the demonstrations and at other times there was open dancing in 
one or both of the wings with one’s choice of style. Ed Gilmore of California 
called western squares, Rickey Holden of San Antonio called Texas style, 
and A1 Brundage of Stepney, Connecticut presented eastern squares and
contras. . .
One of the most enjoyable sessions was on Saturday evening when visit­
ing callers from many states took turns at the “mike” to call their favorite 
squares.
At the Get-Acquainted sessions, people got acquainted with dances but 
not people. The leaders were apparently so intent on presenting dances that 
they forgot the main purpose of the sessions. One man expressed a feeling 
held by many when he said, “I think there were many fine people there 
whom I would have enjoyed meeting and having as partners but I danced 
squares with my wife for an hour and fifteen minutes without changing 
partners or squares or even getting a break.”
The round dance session on Friday got off to a poor start because of poor 
acoustics. Many thanks are due to F. L. McReynolds of Indiana for bringing in a 
public address system for use in the main arena on Saturday, making the 
calls and announcements clearly understandable.
“Al” Brundage taught contras and did a fine job, but only one round dance, the 
Boston Two Step, was taught in the two hours! On Saturday, “Pappy” taught 
several waltzes and “Al” repeated contras. It would be wise to include special 
sessions for contras another year but to devote round dance sessions to teaching 
couple and mixer dances.
For those who stayed over on Sunday, the Chicago Callers Association 
put on a square dance at Hamilton Park. “Jim” Lackey was M.C. and many 




25c per line. Here is the place to advertise your dance.
FUN UNLIMITED. Every Wednesday 
evening; 8 P. M. at DANCE ROUNDUP. 
COUNTRY DANCING that is sure to 
please you. Y.W .C.A., 2027 Chestnut 
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Those First Saturdays at the Cam­
den Y,. 614 Federal Street, Camden, 
N. J., December, Rod LaFarge; Jan­
uary, Charlie Zintle; February, Jerry 
Gerald; March, American Squares 
Night and A1 McLeod; April, Slim 
Sterling; May, M a u r i c e  Flowers. 
Chuck’s Corngrinders playing. 2nd, 
3rd and 5th Saturdays, Charley Thomas 
with records. 4th Saturday, John 
Zagorieko with records.
Dance Circle Studio, 144 W . 54, N.Y.C.
David Hahn OL 2-2740
Squares: every Fri.-Sat., 9-11:30 p. m. 
F olk : every Sun., 5-7:30 p. m. 
Squares: every Sun., 8:30-11 p. m.
W ESTERN style short ready-tied ties 
with handpainted square dance design. 
Four-in-hand style $1.50. Semi-bow  
style $2.00. W hite ties painted in any 
color or colors you want. V. W allace, 
702 Pampa St., Pasadena, Texas.
( l a u n d u i x
OF FOLK DANCE 
INFORMATION
Published by 
The Folk Dance Federation 
of Minnesota 
News of Minnesota and 
Surrounding Territory 
$1.00 per year 
703 Henn. Ave. 
Minneapolis 14, Minn.
FOLK DANCE GUIDE 
1052 Edition in preparation. Groups 
and classes may obtain a free listing 
in directory. W rite to: Folk Dance 
Guide, Dept. A , Box 342, Cooper Sta­
tion, New York 3, New York. Please 
state day, hour and admission fee.
READ NORTHERN JUNKET. The 
only magazine of its kind in the 
country. Each month you get music 
and directions for squares, contras 
and folk dances. Folk songs, folk  
tales and legends of the Northeast. 
Real recipes of New England cook­
ing. News and gossip of interest 
to all square and folk dancers 
wherever you live. $2.00 for 12 is­
sues. Ralph Page, editor. Address 
subscription to Rnlpli G. Page. 182 
Pearl St., Keane, N. IT.
ENGLISH Old Time Dancing. Monthly 
and W eekly magazines. Available by 
subscription. Send for specimen copies 
and terms. DANCELAND, 34 Exeter 
Street. London W .C. 2, England.
Does Your Phonograph 





And Catalog of Latest Releases
Western Jubilee 
Record Co.
708 E. Garfield St. 
Phoenix, Arizona
Your National Monthly Square Dance Magazine 
Each issue chock full ol current square dance news from all over the 
country with lots of pictures, dances and pertinent helps on music, 
clothes, equipment, food, etc.
Available at only $2.50 per year’s subscription.
KEEP YOUR SQUARE DANCE NEWS IN ORDER WITH
SETS IN ORDER




To this day’ I have never ceased to remember my first impressions of old time 
dancing which were gained in Maine, New York, Rhode Island and Massachusetts 
where I spent my childhood. I was permitted to attend the dance and I was spell- 
bound I must confess to a particular incident:
I had asked someone how it was done and was told, You dance on the ball of
y0IUrwl°s0on our school’s relay team at the time. So I promptly walked on the ball 
of my feet so I could be a dancer and lamed myself so badly that I failed miserably 
in the relay race and was promptly kicked off the team. I was ashamed to tell the
reThenac0ame dancing school under the rigid discipline of a Mr Wilsom WMeamed 
the waltz the five-step schottische (Boston origin), the two-step, etc We also 
learned contra dances and the Lancers. Years went by and I did not make muc 
use of these dances as the Fox-trot came along and eclipsed the others.
Years later deep in the heart of Texas, I ventured into the aance business as 
manager of two “modern” orchestras. Charlie Massey of New Braunfels, Texas and 
I staged some old time dances, of course with the help of the old timcrs a  ̂ we laiew 
practically nothing about them at the t i m e ^  S h r e w d e r  men than we bought us out.
I went to California where Muiretta and I met and married 
She had a tremendous library of music. Together we worked out a plan for enter 
tainment. We were called upon to entertain at clubs, hotels, Pnvate Parties, etc. 
Our skits consisted partly of demonstrations and participation in old time danci g. 
w e treated this part̂  as a minor affair. About 1936 our customers began to request 
that we concentrate more on the dancing. I wish we could say that we rec°Snized 
the trend but we didn’t. In the amusement business there is one quick way to get 
o u t - j u s t  get bihind the times. S o  when we did recognize the trend we concentrat­
ed on the dancing and have been occupied 100% in that field
In the early days we formulated two general rules which we still follow. This
applies to both music and dances.
1 Is it widely done? 2. How do the majority do it?
The word widely is relative. A dance may be popular in one city or m one state 
The word authenticity is impossible to apply to old time dancing and music m 
true sense. The best one can do is to gain partial authenticity. We have everlast-
ln\Ve arcfa travelling band. Over the years we have covered most of our country, 
J T n  towns a J  w ell as the big cities. We are always searching for music and 
dances and styles. We shall never be finished as the task is one to cover severa
to maintain a proper library of foreign music, we have maintained cor- 
respondence’ w X  foreign countries and friends of ours have picked music and 
dances from overseas for us in their travels. Surprisingly, we have learned that 
r W  here “  our own country are some of the best authorities on the subject. 
After writing to someone in a foreign country requesting information regarding 
music do not be astonished to receive a reply that the best authority on that su -
jeCWe!; ere a meeting6’p ofrt receTw"borrow ed our language from England. The 
wait/ nolka schottisch quadrilles, Lancers, contras were all imported. The music 
for these dances was aiso imported. We have adopted both the music and dances
!ve°rUsoWmln0y I r ^ A m e ^  aTdancel'and ^ave  ̂simply made
nisht It was closed for that night but the sign had slipped down out df sight 1 he 
owner t ^ o r  three friends of his and some of the entertainers were there for re­
hearsal They asked us our business and showed an interest m our old time 
dances. Result: a party. We taught them to square dance Ttjey loved it. W e  did 
two sauares then a rumba or tango, then more squares, then the Charleston 
then more squares, then some old time round dances. Then they rehearsed and
mAnother down^near the Mexican border, a rather squalid building, dobe,
100<7 Mexican clientele* they asked us to play for them after they played for u . 
S  w e  taTghTthem to square dance. Then we swung into Mexican music and 
P-tft the Mexican dances going: La Bamb, Sandunga, Espuelas. It goes like this 
and their feet simply fly. You do an approximation and they are too polite to notice
your fumbling. Happy dancing, The Merrills
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When you write for those name tags, and we have more to give out for your 
festivals. Please give us plenty to time. We’re having a bit of trouble getting 
them out and some people haven’t received them in time for their events. 
Just drop us a line, well in advance, asking for the name tags and we’ll be glad 
to send them. Be sure to tell us how many you want.
t*  *  #
Art spilled some ink. When he wiped it up he found that we had some 
damaged copies of Shaw’s Cowboy Dances., and Kirkell and Schafnit’s Partners 
A ll— Places All. The ink is on the dust jacket and the edges of the pages no 
real damage but we can’t sell them as new. So you may have Cowboy Dances 
for $3.50 and Partners A ll— Places All for $2.50 while they last, and boy! are 
you lucky.
t*  *  4
Got a lot of friends you’d like to remember for Christmas but can’t afford to 
spend a lot of money on? There is no nicer gift than AMERICAN SQUARES 
and we’ll add our Christmas gift by making the rate $2.50 for two gift sub­
scriptions, $3.50 for three and four or more at the rate of $1.00' each.
t i  *  4
AMERICAN SQUARES has an announcement of interest to every square 
dance club member. If you’ll send in the name of your president, we’ll be glad 
to send the information to him.
t*  *  *
We’d like to compliment Wm. F. McKee on his Bibliography of Wisconsin 
Square Dancing.
t*  *  &
We’ve received a copy of Bow and Swing, square dance magazine of West 
Palm Beach, Florida. Editor Harold Emery, R. R. #1, Box 390, West Palm 
Beach, Florida.
f*  *  4
The Folk Dancer albums recorded by Ralph Page and Al Brundage and their 
orchestras are not yet available. American Squares will review and stock them 
when they come out. Advance reports have been favorable.
f i  *  4
The Blair County (Pennsylvania) Round and Square Dance Assn. Inc., has no­
minated their officers for 1952. There being no opposition they will be: President 
Joe Moffa, Vice-President Barbara Wray, Secretary Lem Geheringer, Treasurer 
Lea Stiffler, Executive Council Emma Stewart. The organization is open to anyone 
calling or playing for square dances.
Charlie Masland, after trying vainly to get Labios de Coral, Imperial 1192, for 
the Spanish Schottisch (W ê’ve tried too without too much success.) reports that 
Old Joe Clark is a perfect substitute. He has been using Folkraft 1018B.
Dick Anderson’s On the Square is now broadcast weekly on Tuesdays at 4 P.M. 
from Station WOCB, West Yarmouth, Mass.
Latest developments for the California Statewide Festival, Oakland, May 30, 31 
and June 1st include the program:
Friday: Folk singing, folk dance exhibitions, community singing and professional 
entertainment at Westminster Amphitheater.
Saturday afternoon: Teachers’ Institute 
Saturday evening: Party at the Auditorium
Sunday afternoon: Festival at the Auditorium and Exposition Building 
Sunday evening: Festival
We have Jerry Joris’ letter reporting on Vyts. It is not good. Looks like a long 
pull. He has a suggestion of a Buck-a-Month Club to help Vyts. Drop him a sug­
gestion or your membership at 8150 Anthony Ave, Chicago 17, 111.
 ̂ W e’re very sorry that we sometimes slip up on acknowledgements. Sometimes 
it s ignorance and sometimes it’s just plain carelessness, our or the printers. ’Tany 
rate W altz in the Woods is the creation of Ellen Sharrer and Rod LaFarge is en­
titled to credit for Arches Over.
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Jingle Bells Mixer
Music—Jingle Bells, one verse and one chorus.
Double circle around the hall, Gents on inside facing partners, two hands joined. 
Verse— To Gents left and Ladies right, heel and toe heel and toe slide four, in 
opposite direction heel and toe heel and toe slide four.
Join right hands, balance forward balance back, forward changing sides, 
(Ladies turning under arm.) Balance forward, balance back, forward changing 
back to place. (Ladies turning under arm.)
Chorus: Clap own hands three times, partners hands three times,
Clap own hands four times partners once,
Right elbow swing four steps around, back with the left four steps.
Repeat clapping, then right elbow swing once around and move to new partner 
to the left.
You can simplify this if you wish. The first part is taken from Patty Cake 
Polka. The balance and changing sides is same as in last part of Ladies Whim, 
the clapping to the chorus is taken from an old Jingle Bells Schottish and fits 
the beat of the first part of chorus, then back to Patty Cake Polka, except for 
turning back with left for repeat of clapping.
(Original by Jim Higgins.)
Sincerely yours,
James C. Higgins, 
Duluth, Minn.
f t  £>  4
Half Right and Left —  Sides Divide




Head two couples, out to the right,
Circle a half don’t you blunder, 
inside arch out side under.
Ladies chain— chain right back,
Side couples swing on the outside track.
Center four half right and left (right and left thru)
Side couples— Divide. (Making 4 in line— 2 gents, 2 ladies).
Forward eight— Fall back eight.
Center four pass right through, around just one and 
Meet at the sides. (Making 4 in line, lady on gent’s left).
Forward eight, fa ll back eight.
Forward again pass right thru and right and left back. (Cross over, individuals 
turn—this places lady at gent’s right side.)
Ladies half chain across the set. (Like the route—with couple across).
And circle four w ith  the couple you met. (Same couples that ladies chain). 
Now doecy dos as pretty as you can. (Four hand Colorado Doecy Dos)
Watch them w hirl, don’t let them roam, (or Texas Dos ci Dos, or Do Paso & 
Patter).
Take your own and head for home.
Break.
Repeat for side couples.
Add ending.
NOTE: This little dance, although somewhat of a hash, follows a set pattern 
and includes nearly all the fundamental moves in square dancing. It should 
be easily called and danced in about 3 to 3 ^  minutes, including breaks.
Original *By John Wald, St. Paul, Minn.
♦ With apologies to other callers from whom some of the moves may have been 
“lifted.”
f t  *  #
Welcome to the Southwestern Square Dancer to the ranks of folk dance pub­
lications. If you want it send $3.50 to Glenn Carson of Dallas, Texas. Sorry, we 
don’t have the street address.
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The Gearwheel
HEAD TWO LADIES CHAIN ACROSS
Original # 3  lady is now # 1  lady and original # 1  lady is now # 3  lady. 
They will remain with these new partners, and be designated by these new 
position numbers, until the figure is completed and they are directed to 
their original home positions by the call.
ALL EIGHT SWING AND DON’T GET LOST 
SWING TWICE AROUND WITH ALL YOUR MIGHT 
HEAD TWO COUPLES TRAIL TO THE RIGHT 
Single file lady in lead 
SPLIT THAT COUPLE FOR A GEARWHEEL TURN
Visiting lady walks between home lady and home gent and as she starts 
through she joins right elbows with home gent and they “pinwheel” turn 
to the right. Visiting gent, followed behind partner, joins left elbows with 
home lady and they “pinwheel” turn to the left.
IT’S ONCE AND A HALF AND WATCH ’EM CHURN
After one and one-half revolutions visiting couples are facing to inside of 
square and home couples are facing out.
INTO THE CENTER THE GEAR REPEAT
Visiting couples unhook elbows and proceed to center of square, # 1  couple 
single file with lady in lead, # 3  couple side by side. # 1  lady hooks left 
elbows with # 3  gent and they “pinwheel” turn to the left. # 1  gent, follow­
ing partner, hooks right elbows with lady # 3  and they “pinwheel” turn to 
the right. When visiting couple unhooks elbows from home couple, home 
couple continue “pinwheel” one-half revolution until they are facing to the 
inside of the square.
IT’S TWICE AROUND AS YOU SHUFFLE YOUR FEET 
MESH THE GEARS AND KEEP ’EM NEAT 
UNMESH THE GEARS AND CROSS TRAIL ON
# 1  couple, lady in lead, to # 4  couple; # 3  couple, with lady in lead, to # 2  
couple.
FOR ANOTHER GEAR, DON’T TAKE TOO LONG
Visiting lady again walks between home lady and gent, hooks right elbows 
with home gent and they “pinwheel” turn to right. Visiting gent, following 
his partner, hooks left elbows with home lady and they “pinwheel” turn 
to the left.
GO TWICE AROUND AND DON'T YOU ROAM
After two complete revolutions visiting couples are facing out and home 
couples are facing inside square.
UNMESH THE GEARS AND HEAD FOR HOME
All unhook elbows and visiting lady turns to right and proceeds to her 
original home postion while visiting gent turns left and proceeds to his 
original home position 
AND EVERYBODY SWING THEIR OWN.
Repeat for side couples. When side couples are working # 2  couples goes to 
center single file and # 4  couple side by side at call “INTO THE CENTER THE 
GEAR REPEAT”.
By “Pop” and “Mom” Dunkle, Bell, California.
We discovered the Danceland Paul Jones, Record #273, of which we have 
some at $1.75, during the past month. It is a delightful mixer not to be undertaken 
without some knowledge of folk dancing.
The records start with a grand right and left, break into a folk dance, another 
grand right and left, etc. Each side has three dances besides the grand right 
and lefts, thusly:
Part I
Grand Right and Left
Waltz (Amelia Waltz or other circle waltz)
Grand Right and Left
Military Two Step (Boston Two Step works too)
Grand Right and Left
Barn Dance (For example: Canadian Barn Dance)
Part II
Grand Right and Left 
Veleta Waltz 
Grand Right and Left 
Boston Two Step 
Grand Right and Left 
St. Bernards Waltz
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Ding Dong Daddy From Dumas
Singing Call
Record: Windsor 7113. (We stock this record at $1.45.)
Introduction
Oh, y ’allemande left that cordner girl, and around the ring you go 
I t ’s a grand ol' right and left, boys, w alk on the heel and toe
Gonna do-sa-do w ith  your pretty little  maid, now bow real nice and promenade 
I ’m a ding dong daddy from dumas, y’oughta see me duma stuff.
Figure:
The Head two ladies chain a cross, you turn ’em tw ice around 
And when you’ve turned, you lead to the right and circle half the town 
Now dive to the middle and turn your own, w ith  a right hand round and on 
you roam (full turn with partner)
I t ’s corners all w ith the left hand swing; arid star right’ back in the middle of 
the ring "V"
I t ’s first and third in a right hand star, and now you’re go in’ to town 
Come back by the left and turn your corner, by the . right hand once around 
Then partners all you swing and w hirl, round and round with tfre dear little  girl 
Allemande left and stomp your feet, then head out down the ^ tre e t 
I t ’s a ding dong right and a ding dong left, git along around that square 
Do-sa-do your ding dong duzie, right shoulders round here there.
Gonna see saw round your corner maid, now take your own prornenade 
I ’m a ding dong daddy from dumas, y ’oughta see me duma stuff;
Original by Bob Hall, Glendale, Calif.
t i  ^  I
Right *N’ Left 'N* Swing
Singing Call
Music: Any 16 measure song. Recommended Record Guydeh 2002 Nellie Was 
a Lady
Lead to the right and right and left— And turn th a t girl around 
Swing the opposite lady boys, swing her up and down 
W ith  that lady right and left, right and left right back
And swing your own around and round just like a maniac (or other rhyme) 
Repeat for other couples.
Allemande (eft the corners all and balance partners now 
Grand right and left you go and hear me tell you how 
Promenade that little  maid promenade her home 
Pull her ears; pinch her cheeks and crack her on the dome.
Salina, Kansas, is the center of the Central Kansas Square Dance Assn. 
President, Nelson Pratt, Salina, Sec’y-Treas. Ed Weddle, Salina, Editor & 
Publicity Director, Dean Dicken, Lincoln.
American Magazine sent us a pre-view of Swing written by Fred Waring 
and published in the November issue. The pictures are nice. Fred Waring has 
little to say that we don’t know already, but it’s nice to have him say it and 
American publish it.
Square Dancing publication of the Oklahoma State Federation s u g g e s t s  
that publicity chairmen of their member organizations bring their scrap 
books to the state festival to swap ideas for publicity. We recommend this 
to other state groups.
Still the Finest Gift for the Beginning Caller
FOSTER’S CALLING CARDS
A dance on each card. Use any combination desired.
Part 1. Basic instruction & 25 squares 
Part 2. Six round dances, tips to callers, 23 squares 
Part 3. Singing calls. Difference between patter and singing calling. 31 
squares
Part 4. Play Party Games. 20 games & singing (lances
$1.00 each 
from American Squares or
C. D. Foster, Box 540, Denver 1, Colo.
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o  Were made for Square Dancer^;
Take c a lle rs ’ records; we carefully instruqSd them when
they m ade^he masters to emphasize the bass. \Sffinen you use a 
Guyden record you can turn the treble on full blast and still 
get plenty o^ beat to call and dance to. There^fe no question of 
balance, the T>ass is emphasized.
Chuc%  Corngrlnders giving^out with
2001 Bully of%e Town and Pu^bn Your Old Grey
Bonnet ^  rolk 
2002 Nellie Was a Lady and Beil Bottom Trousers
We’re really proud of Nellie Was a Lady. It is a perfect 
16-measure, tune with an emphasized beat. You may recognize 
it as the verse of Solomon Levi but you can use it for almost 
any singing call. Besides the standard call, it can be used for 
L a d y  R o u n d  the Lady, Birdie with a Seven Hand Cage and now 
Right *n* Left V  Swing published inside.
The same records with Charley Thomas calling:
2201 Bully of the Town and Put on Your Old Grey 
Bonnet
2202 Nellie Was a Lady and Bell Bottom Trousers
DISTRIBUTORS 
P h ila d e lp h ia , Pa. Jjesco Distributors, 12 So. 21st St.
( Minneapolis, Minn. Jather Distributing, 33 E. Hennepin Ave. Chicago, 111. Frumkins Sales Co., 2934 Fullerton Ave.
XMAS SUGGESTIONS
1. We ransacked Philadelphia and finally came up with some 12" record 
carrying cases. Aluminum, 36 record capacity, and are you lucky we found 
them. The supply is necessarily limited but $7.50 while they last.
2. Record repeaters are back on the market. We can now supply them 
for 50c. As soon as we get our order filled.
3. This is your last chance to order Dancing Back the Clock for $1.00. 
We have been promised delivery in the early part of the month.
4. We always recommend Foster’s calling cards.
5. If you can’t make up your mind from our catalogue or lists, give an 
AMERICAN SQUARES gift certificate.
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